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“We never set out to build a new argument diagramming tool, it just kind of happened”

Context

STCD
Old Tech.
Proprietary Tech.
New Problems & Directions

The 'Hang Back'
campaign video should
not have been
published, and should
be withdrawn.

Road users have a
responsibility to make
our roads safer by
being more vigilant.

The THINK! Road
safety campaign is
aimed at cyclists,
motorists, and HGV
drivers, and they all
have a role to play in
improving safety.

It therefore erroneously
permits the conclusion
that if a cyclist finds
themselves at the side
of a lorry at a left turn
that is their fault

Truck overtakes cyclist
and turns left across
him, and awful road
safety advert blames
the cyclist.

It is important that
cyclists are aware that
HGV drivers and
motorists might make
an error that could
cause serious injury or
death

The 'Hang Back' advert
does not clearly
express the intended
message

The 'Hang Back'
campaign is an
instance of Victim
Blaming

It suggests that it is
cyclists who must make
sure that they are seen,
and not the driver's
responsibility to make
every effort not to
undertake [dangerous
maneuvres]

The clip also
demonstrates a lorry
left turn at speed, with a
driver failing to make
continuous checks in
his mirrors

The DfT message at
least implies that if you
do, it is your fault if
something awful
happens.

Doesn't speak to the
person who's doing the
damage

Road users have a
responsibility to make
our roads safer by
being more vigilant.

Their film shows an
HGV lorry overtake
riskily at a junction and
turn left in a classic lefthook crash. Yet their
message is a victim
blaming call for the
cyclist to stay back.

I never filter to the left
of lorries in stationary
or heavy traffic but
frequently find I am
overtaken by lorries
who put me in their
blind spot by doing so

...being charitable,,, if
they wanted to display
a scene where a cyclist
undertakes a lorry, this
video does not do that.

We want to protect
vulnerable road users
by raising awareness of
specific dangers

The message should
have been directed at
the lorry drivers to ask
them to stay back from
people cycle to avoid
them being exposed to
the risk of causing a
crushing collision.

The cyclist would have
been visible with a
Dennis Eagle Elite or
Mercedes Econic direct
vision lorry

The 'Hang Back'
campaign is in bad
taste

You might not have
chosen to put yourself
in that position.
It also associated
cycling with meat
cleavers, and that ain't
gonna help get my wife/
family on their bikes

The 'Hang Back'
campaign was the
wrong campaign to run

makes entertainment
out of death

The best safety
initiative for our roads
would be for
Government to back
the use of direct vision
lorries in major building
projects just like the
Mayor of London has
done

The video ... actually
shows a lorry
overtaking a cyclist
before turning left
rather than waiting
behind the cyclist
before doing so

It ignores possible
improvements in
infrastructure
Until we adopt a road
danger reduction
approach to keeping
people safe on the
streets, the miserable
toll of death and injury
on our streets will
continue.

It ignores the fact that
unsafe lorry designs
are still being used,
when safer direct vision
lorries, can be
purchased now

“If you’re going to build something new to overcome issues, what else could you do?”

http://www.arg.napier.ac.uk/monkeypuzzle

MonkeyPuzzle

Araucaria style 2-pane UI pattern
AIF-style graph visualisation

Features
❖

Source-Code - Run it, mess with it, break it, fix it, extend it…

❖

Work online or offline

❖

Multiple source texts -> Single Analysis

❖

Edit text nodes to give a canonical representation

❖

Serialise to a simple JSON format

❖

Export to PNG & SVG

❖

Build on advances in Arg. Theory (e.g. Scheme organisation)

❖

Foundation for exploration & extension

Future Work
❖

Node Merging

❖

Automated Layouts

❖

Support for a range of source documents

❖

Story maps & dialogue analysis

❖

Visualisation at scale

Technology Preview

MonkeyPuzzle

Refined User Interface
Automated Layout
Extensible Architecture

To Conclude…
❖

Argumentation has a rising profile

❖

Argument analysis, representation, & visualisation is
not a solved problem

❖

Bootstrapping a new tool is difficult

❖

Diversification is a sign of a healthy ecosystem

❖

… I see these factors as opportunities

